Real time mass flow rate measurement using multiple fan beam optical tomography
This paper presents the implementing multiple fan beam projection technique using optical fibre sensors for a tomography system. From the
dynamic experiment of solid/gas flow using plastic beads in a gravity flow rig, the designed optical fibre sensors are reliable in measuring the
mass flow rate below 40% of flow. Another important matter that has been discussed is the image processing rate or IPR. Generally, the
applied image reconstruction algorithms, the construction of the sensor and also the designed software are considered to be reliable and
suitable to perform real-time image reconstruction and mass flow rate measurements.

Performance of OCDMA systems with new spectral direct detection (SDD) technique using
enhanced double weight (EDW) code
This paper investigates the performance of enhanced double weight (EDW) code for spectral-amplitude-coding OCDMA (SAC-OCDMA) system
using a newly proposed spectral direct detection (SDD) technique. EDW is the enhanced version of double weight (DW) code that possesses
ideal cross-correlation properties and weight which can be any odd number greater than one. The theoretical and simulation results show that
the proposed new spectral direct detection technique improves the performance compared to the conventional complementary subtraction
technique. © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Discrimination and classification of Eurycoma longifolia Jack in medicinal foods by means of a DSPbased electronic taste sensor
Eurycoma longifolia Jack (ELJ), better known as Malaysian Ginseng, is fast becoming popular due to its efficacy as a general health and
testosterone booster, and for its known aphrodisiac properties. With the growing popularity of ELJ, together with the increasing consumer
demand for healthy foods, it is expected that the number of healthy food suppliers boasting claims that their products are enriched with this
medicinal herb will also increase. It is, therefore, important to device a strategy that can rapidly provide corroborating evidence in order to
assess the authenticity of such a claim onsite. A portable electronic taste sensor employing digital signal processing (DSP) technology was
developed to meet this objective. The sensor was constructed from eight kinds of lipid membranes forming the multichannel artificial tastesensing equipment. The system was trained to detect ELJ into four different concentrations: 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.05% and 0.08%. Over 100
samples were tested, from which the taste system was able to correctly classify the test mixtures at a greater than 90% success rate. This
classification success rate, however, dropped to well below 50% when data from multichannel were used independently, indicating the
between-channel variations were relatively small. Data fusion via principal component analysis helped enlarge the variation with the first and
second principal components, contributed nearly 92% of the total variance. Equipped with 32-bit state-of-the-art DSPs, the taste system
allowed both training and testing schemes to be implemented directly onboard.

Optimization of thaumatin extraction by aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) using response surface
methodology (RSM)
The work attempts to study and optimize aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) made of polyethylene glycol (PEG)/sodium sulfate and
PEG/potassium phosphate. Five factors (PEG's molecular weight, PEG's concentration, pH, concentration of sodium chloride and phaseforming salt) affecting the thaumatin partitioning were studied. A two-level fractional factorial was initially carried out. The statistical analysis
showed that for both the systems, the phase-forming salt concentration and the concentration of sodium chloride significantly affects the K
value for thaumatin partitioning. However, the performance of PEG/sodium sulfate system was generally better than the PEG/potassium
phosphate system. Hence a detail study was carried out on the PEG/sodium sulfate system using central composite rotatable design (CCRD) in
response surface methodology (RSM). It was observed that high salt concentration increased the K value by sevenfold and the PEG molecular
weight was not a significant factor. The optimal condition gave a K value for thaumatin partitioning of 24.15 with a yield of 96.02%. Crown
Copyright © 2008.

High-sensitivity pressure sensor using a polymer-embedded FBG
A new pressure sensor based on fiber Bragg gratings (FBG), is described with high-pressure sensitivity. The sensor is configured by
embedding the FBG in a polymer-field aluminum casing with an opening on one side, which is exposed to pressure measurand. The measured
pressure response is 0.06 nm/psi that is ∼2700 times higher than the pressure response measured with a bare FBG. The linearity of the
designed sensor is also shown to be good at pressures below 50 psi. This sensor has numerous potential applications in the area of lowpressure measurements. © 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

